
BENCH SEAT INSTALLATION
1. If possible, remove bench seat from vehicle for easier 

access. (Optional)

2. Remove headrests for easy access. (Optional) and  

push the Seat forward.

3. Slide the seat cover over the top of the seat until it 

you reach the bottom of the chair. (*)

4. If desired, you may fasten the elastic clips at the end 

of the seat covers with supplied "S" hooks. (Optional) 

5. Place on head rest cover and re-insert the headrest 

into your seat.

SEAT COVERS INSTALLATION
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BUCKET SEATS INSTALLATION
1. Remove headrests for easy access. (Optional)

2. Push the Seat forward and slide the seat cover over 

the top of the seat until it you reach the bottom of the 

chair. Evenly slide the cover, pressure and compress 

the seat sides if neccesary to allow the cover to install.

3. Fit base of cover snugly over seat.

4. If desired, you may fasten the elastic clips at the end 

of the seat covers with supplied "S" hooks. (Optional)

5. Place on head rest cover and re-insert the headrest 

into your seat.

(*) It rarely occurs where the bench seat belts are a part of the chair 

and also inhibit the usage of the seat covers. If so, you will need 

to temporarily detach the seat belts. Consult your vehicle 

manufacturer manual for further information. If you are unable to 

do so, call us for further assistance. 

FURTHER QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS?
We’re available Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm PST, Tel: 323-312-3438, or email us anytime at support@customautocrews.com

Detach headrest and slip the headrest cover Slip the back and base covers over the seats

Connect elastics loops with S-hooks Install back the headrest

Slide the bench base seat cover Fold the back seat and slide the back cover

Align the covers following bench contour
and pull evenly through the crevice

Connect elastics loops with S-hooks


